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About This Game

Scrunk is an online team-based building and raiding game. Fight off mechs and infiltrate the enemy team's base while building
up and defending your own.
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Fortify your team's base with traps, walls, barbed wire and turrets to ensure your core block is protected at all times from
incoming raiders.

Scavenge scrap from mechs and world events to craft explosives, bombs and guns to destroy the enemy's core block.

Dodge blast-zones or wait around to collect the scrap left behind. Fight off hordes of skitterers and shoot drones out of the sky
to scavenge them for loot and scrap.

Climb the ranks

Win matches to increase your global player rank. Advance from a mere Duster to a revered Junklord.

Free For All

An alternate solo mode with our unique take on the Battle Royale format.
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Get it...but don't keep it. This is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is going into that one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)

3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.. Only played it for about 1 hour 30mins but so far its been a lovely
experience, great music and sweet graphics and some cool gameplay makes it worth checking out.. Hats off to
producers/publishers and devs of this game. It's older but OMG, the multiplayer actually works! Unlike 80% of the crap out
there. Flawless install, nice GFX and easy to get a game going with your homies. Had it installed and playing with my bros
in less than 5 minutes. Highly recommended!. This game is abadoned! , last update was in 2016, Its now 2019! and not a
single update! WHY?
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Not many replablilty choices. I like the story, but there could have been many many improvements for a non-linear kind of
game it turned out to be. I thoroughly enjoyed the story and felt a type of connection, but wished it was a bit more. I did notice
alot of possible options that proved linear for the most part.  Being a pre-teen the entire game did leave options for growth, but
proved me wrong when it just ends suddenly a core character dies and the game ends. I would like to add, it feels like there is no
point of relationships or age. This is a male pre-teen with hormones growing up during puberty. He didn't even think about
sneaking a peek on Lizzy while she showered? Adolescence for short. . Sadly I would not recommend this.. The gameplay seems
pretty decent (and the battle mechanics particularly interesting), but after thirty minutes or so I've had to set this game aside (at
least for the moment) because I simply can't take any more of the purple prose, especially given how often it descends into
complete doggerel in what is presumably an attempt to sound "poetic." This isn't even remotely funny-bad, as Bulwer-Lytton
contest entries, but simply painful-bad, the hail-like slew of obstreperous adjectives hurtling down in contradictory fashion, each
a shard of ice with its own unique, cutting edges inflicting a slightly different shape of wound on my suffering literary
sensibility, to combine to envelop me in a veil of unseeing mist, muffling prosaic taste with a bitter aftertaste of a poison blade.
(On the other hand, if that sentence doesn't bother you, go right ahead and dive in to the game.). oh look an old game i got a long
time ago, i remember it sucked, also they are asking 20 dollars for this now??
even on sale i wouldnt buy this hot steaming pile of garbage. Super Mixtape has a unique take on the side scrolling platformer,
with challenging controls and an upbeat rhythm.

You traverse several levels, unlocking new beats and mastering the unique movement mechanics to reach your goal, which is of
course, a boombox!

There's nothing to dislike about this game, it's simple yet complex, great fun, and I can't wait to see what comes of it. It has
potential to be a top indie title.

Super Mixtape, more like Super Funtape!. On one hand, it's actually pretty fun, with surprisingly good graphics and music. On
the other hand, the upgrade system is awkward, progression is slow and linear, and nothing says professional quite like a Unity
Personal splash screen.

It's $3 and it's Polandball*. Go for it.

*I'm not sure who, if anyone, owns the rights to this, so if you want this game I'd get it while you still can.. Bored in 2 minutes.
The painful absence of true controller support, no analogue and controller doesn't work in menus, leaves this game feeling like a
shoddy half baked port that plays much much better on the consoles than it does on PC. If you want to play this game, buy it on
Xbox.
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